WEEK 7

SUPERHERO
SUMMER
FUN PACK

Recreation and Parks Department

SUPERHERO
SUMMER FUN PACK
Day 1

Day 5

Hero Shield
Thank You Card

Obstacle Course
Firefighter Fire Fight

Hero Signal
Make your own
Superhero

Hulkcorn

Day 2

Day 3

Make a Spider web
Spider-man Web
Toss

Day 4

Thor Hammer
Thor Hammer Toss

Snack!

Take photos and share it
with #SummerFunPack
Check out the Municipality of Shelburne
Youtube on Tuesdays for a Fun Pack Video
Ensure you are being Sun Safe while
outside!

SUPERHERO
DAY 1

Hero Shield
Supplies

Paper Plate
Paper
Crayon
Glue
Pipe cleaner
Tape

Instructions

Trace a circle onto your paper
while using the plate as a guide,
then colour the circle
Cut out the circle and glue it to
the back of your plate
Add more designs by gluing other
pieces of coloured paper to the
plate
Once you are finished decorating
and the glue has dried, tape the
ends of a pipe cleaner or two to
the other side to make a handle
for you to hold and put on your arm
Good luck hero! (Or villian)

Thank you
Card
Supplies
Paper
Envelope
Stamp

Instructions

Fold paper in half
With the paper and decorating
tools make a beautiful thank you
card for someone you consider a
hero
Write inside the card why they are
a hero to you
Put card in the envelope
Put stamp on the envelope
Write the address of your hero on
the card
Go to the Post Office and mail
your card to your hero

SUPERHERO
DAY 2

Superhero
Signal
Supplies

Make your own
Superhero

Tealight
Paper
Toilet Paper roll
Tape

Supplies

Every hero needs a way to be
called for help, especially you! So
we're going to design your
superhero symbol and then the
signal (mine would be a lightning
bolt like the "Flash")
Once you have designed your
symbol you will need to make it
small enough so it will fit on the
end of a toilet paper roll
Once you have your symbol cut
out and taped to the roll take your
tealight and tape it to the bottom
so the light will shine through
Now turn it on in a dark area and
you will be able to see your signal
to help

Instructions

Instructions

Popsicle Stick
Pipe Cleaners
Glue
Crayon
Now that you have your signal you
need to make a superhero to
answer the call for help (or your
own sidekick)
You'll need to colour the popsicle
stick with a face and costume
Glue or tie the pipe cleaner to the
middle of the stick to make arms
if you want you could even add a
cape by taking a piece of cloth and
gluing or tying it to the stick
You now have a hero or sidekick to
fight crime for you (or villain to
fight against you?)

SUPERHERO
DAY 3

Make a
Spiderweb

Supplies

Pipe cleaners

Instructions

This will take a few pipe
cleaners to make
You will first make an "X" by
wrapping two together in the
middle, add another down the
middle to make a snowflake
On one of the strands near the
middle, wrap the end of one
cleaner to it, then go to the next
strand and continue that
You will want to keep doing this
like a spiral going from the
inside out, so there will be many
pipe cleaners connected
together
When you get to the end you
will want to stop and then you
now have a spiderweb you can
use to catch criminals

Spider-man
Web Toss

Supplies

Spiderweb
Target

Instructions

When you're chasing down
criminals you need a way to catch
them. That's where your
spiderweb comes in handy
You're going to want to aim very
carefully so you get your target
and not something else
You can throw it like a Frisbee,
underhand, overhand, whatever
works for you
Remember not to break anything
or hurt anyone because that is not
very heroic. And be sure to use
your imagination
Good luck hero! (Or villian)

SUPERHERO SNACK
Hulk-corn
Supplies

Paper bag
Popcorn kernels

Instructions

Put Popcorn in paper bag
Fold open end of paper bag 2-6 times to ensure it stays closed while in the
microwave
Put bag with kernels in the microwave
Cook in the microwave at full power for 2 1/2 to 3 minutes, or until you hear pauses
of about 2 seconds between pops. Carefully open the bag to avoid steam, and pour
into a serving bowl
The corn kernels while in the microwave takes on the ability to become hulk-corn, a
much more edible and enjoyable snack

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
THURSDAY IN PERSON
ACTIVITY!
In Person Activity
Thursday
August
6
While respecting guidelines and restrictions put in place due to COVID-19 we are

planning to do a physically distanced obstacle course. Due to COVID-19 we ask that
all participants respect the guidelines issued ensuring they remain physically
distanced, conduct good personal hygiene and hand-washing, and avoid large social
gatherings. We ask you wear a mask between waiting and participating in this
activity.
We ask that parents remain with their youth during this activity and ensure they are
staying 2 metres away from other families during the event.

Where

When

Town of Shelburne 10:00 am 11:00 am
Waterfront

What

2 Metres Apart

We will be hosting an in person obstacle course! Come join us at the
waterfront to take part in your very own hero training session.
We understand getting active while being with others can be difficult during
times of physical distancing. This activity will be a high energy obstacle
course aiming to get you active and have fun, all while being safe.
We ask that you ensure you wear clothing that is comfortable to move, jump
and run in. We also ask that you wear closed sneakers or other active
footwear. Please bring your own sunscreen and bug spray.

SUPERHERO
DAY 4

Thor Hammer
Supplies

Paper towel roll
Paper
Kleenex Box or Empty Tea Box
Tape
Aluminium Foil

Instructions

Tape your paper towel roll to the
inside of the empty box
Use paint to decorate the paper
towel roll
Use aluminum foil to make the
empty box into the shiny part of
the hammer

Thor Hammer
Throw
Supplies
Thor Hammer

Instructions

We need to test your accuracy
and how well you can aim
You will want to find a target to
throw at, preferably not a person
or anything that will break
Find a spot far away to stand while
you throw your hammer
If you want you could also aim at
something from above and then
drop the hammer to hit the right
spot

SUPERHERO
DAY 5

Obstacle
Course

Firefighter Fire
Fight

Supplies

Supplies

Instructions

Instructions

Items to mark each area
Ball (Optional)
A hero needs to be able to move
from area to area to catch the
bad guys, fight fires, or win a
competition. This activity will get
you practicing your hero moves
Put cones or shoes down to mark
locations you will be going from
to or from. You will need at least
4 sets of cones/shoes
Hop from the first set to the
second
Roll from the second to the third
Lunge from the third to the forth
Run back to the first and go again
For more than 4 sets follow
the training activities below:
Skip from forth to fifth
Bound from fifth to sixth
Kick a ball from sixth to
seventh
Bounce a ball from
seventh to eigth

Water balloons
A hero needs to know how to
rescue people from a burning
building and the best way to do
that is to put out the fire with
water
Now we can't make an actual fire
to put out but you can either use
your imagination or make fire
targets out of paper
You may also want to help cool
your friend off, so tossing a
balloon at them would be helpful,
just don't aim for the face

